
CSE101: Design and Analysis of Algorithms (CSE, UCSD, Spring-2020) Homework-07

• The instructions are the same as in Homework-06.

There are 3 questions for a total of 100 points.

1. (50 points) ( Cookie Monster problem) Remember the cookie monster problem from the first greedy
algorithms lecture, also known as maximum weight perfect bipartite matching. You are given a matrix
M [1..n, 1..n] of cookies, each with a positive integer number of chocolate chips, in the range 1, ..., CC
. The cookie monster wants to pick exactly n cookies, with exactly one in each row and exactly one in
each column, maximizing the total number of total chocolate chips. In this problem, we will design a
hill-climbing algorithm for this problem combining some ideas from the shortest path algorithms with
negative weights, and the network flow problem.

a. Comparing solutions Consider two collections of cookies C and C ′ where C ′ has more chocalate
chips than C. Make a weighted directed graph as follows: The graph has a vertex ri for every row
and a vertex cj for every column. For each cookie (i, j) ∈ C, put an edge from ri to cj with weight
M [i, j] and for each cookie (i′, j′) ∈ C ′ , put an edge from cj′ to ri′ with weight −M [i′, j′]. Show
that this graph is a set of disjoint cycles, and at least one of these cycles has total negative edge
weights.

b. When can a solution be improved? Consider a collection of cookies C. Make a weighted di-
rected graph as follows: The graph has a vertex ri for every row and a vertex cj for every column.
For each cookie (i, j) ∈ C, put an edge from ri to cj with weight M [i, j] and for each cookie
(i′, j′) /∈ C , put an edge from cj′ to ri′ with weight −M [i′, j′]. Use part a. to show that this graph
has a negative cycle if and only if there is some solution C ′ with more chocolate chips than C.

c. Finding an improved solution Use the characterization in part b. and an algorithm from class to
give an algorithm that, given a solution C, either says that it is optimal, or finds a better solution
C ′.

d. Hill-climbing Use the algorithm from part c. to give a hill-climbing algorithm to find an optimal
solution. Give a time analysis. Your algorithm should be polynomial time in n and the max number
of chips, CC.

2. (25 points) (Domino Tiling) You are given a subset of the n× n grid of squares, described as an n× n
boolean matrix. The question is whether it is possible to cover precisely this subset with 1×2 rectangular
dominoes, subject to the following constraints: Each domino must be placed either horizontally or
vertically, covering two adjacent squares of the grid. Both squares must be in the subset. No two
dominoes can cover the same square. Each square in the subset must be covered by some domino.

Give an efficient algorithm for deciding whether it is possible, given as input the array of booleans
describing the subset (True meaning the square is in the subset, False meaning it is not)

3. (25 points) (n queens) The n-queens problem is to place queens on an n×n chess board so that no two
queens are on the same row , column , or diagonal. Give a polynomial-time reduction from this problem
to the Maximum Independent Set problem. Be sure to specify what the vertices and the edges are of
the graph you create, and what size independent set corresponds to a perfect placement of queens.
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